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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a unified approach to the charac- 
terization of solutions of constrained and unconstrained approximation 
problems. Several papers have been written on the characterization of 
solutions of special approximation problems with particular types of con- 
straints or without constraints. For uniform approximation a general theory 
has been obtained by using generalized weight functions. Recently a new 
approach via optimization theory has been presented in [I]. The idea is to 
show, first, that the local Kolmogoroff condition is satisfied. Assuming a 
convexity condition, it can be shown that the local Kolmogoroff condition 
implies the Kolmogoroff criterion. Hence best approximations are charac- 
terized by the local Kolmogoroff condition. 
An essential restriction in [I] is the assumption of linear equality constraints 
For uniform approximation problems with nonlinear equality constraints, 
the local Kolmogoroff condition has been deduced in [2] under the assumption 
cd a regularity condition that does not seem to be practical. By deleting 
inequality constraints a more satisfactory regularity condition has been 
studied in [3]. 
Our aim is to treat approximation problems with nonlinear equality 
and inequality constraints in a normed linear space and to present a new and 
satisfactory regularity condition. As in [I], we consider the problem as a 
particular type of optimization problem. 
Applying new kinds of differentiability, a new approach to optimization 
problems has been developed in [4]. A generalization of the well-known 
Lagrange multiplier theorem has been obtained that can be applied to 
convex optimization problems as well as to differentiable optimization 
problems. Here we shall apply this theorem to approximation problems with 
constraints. In particular we obtain new characterization theorems for 
constrained &-approximation problems of continuous functions. 
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2. THE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
We assume that I is a finite set, r, (j E 1) are compact topological spaces. 
E and Z are Banach spaces. and M,, is an open subset of E. Let the mappings 
g,,j : E + R (T E rj , j E I), p: E -* Z, and f: E + R be given. The problem 
is to characterize a (local) minimum of,fon the set 
Let G,(x) m_ max{ g7,j(x) : 7 E rj} (x t E, .j t I). Then the problem is equivalent 
to: find a (local) minimum off on the set {x E M,, : G,(x) .:: 0 (,j E I). p(x) : 01 
Let T > 0. The set of mappings Y: (0, T] mm> E so that lim,-, (r(t):0 0 is 
denoted by H,(E) and H(E) ~~~ UTzJ,, H;(E). 
DEFINITION. Let El and E, be normed linear spaces and x,, E E:‘, 
(a) Let C C E2 and y: El ~--f E, a mapping. A mapping y’(x,): El --f E:, 
is called an H(E,)-variation of y at x,, with respect to C, if /I E E, y’(x,J /z E C 
and r E H(E,) imply the existence of a T > 0 so that (I!t)(y(x, m:m rli -~ r(t)) 
y(X,,)) E c for eVCXy ? E (0, T]. 
(b) The mapping y: El + E2 is called G-differentiable at s,, , if there 
is a continuous, linear mapping y’(x,,): E, -+ & so that for every 11 F E 
lim,,,+(l/t)(y(x,, ---- th) --- y(x,,)) 2-1 y’(x,,)h. 
(c) Let F be a compact topological space. A set of mappings yT : 
El -+ E, (T E r) has property: 
(1) 03 at x0, if there is a neighborhood U of x0 so that the mapping 
7, x --f y7(x) (r x U---f E,) is continuous. 
(2) (Dl) at x,, if 
(i) it has property (D) at x0 , and 
(ii) there is a neighborhood U of x,, so that for every T E r y7 is 
G-differentiable at every x E U and the mapping (7. x. h) + yT’(x)h (r _< U j 
El ---f E2) is continuous. 
(d) A mapping y: El --, E, has property (D2) at x0 , if 
(i) y is continuous at x0 
(ii) there is a neighborhood U of x0 so that y is G-differentiable at 
every x E U and the mapping x H y’(x) (U- E*) is continuous. E* denotes 
the normed, linear space of continuous, linear functionals on E. 
Let us introduce the notation for x0 E M 
rj(x,) = {T E r, : g+cxo) = 0:. (x E E, j E I), 
z, = {j E I : rj(xu) 7’- ~1, 
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and G,‘(x,)h = max(g:Jx,)h : T E Z’$(xJ) (j E Z,, x E U, h E E) if ( g,,j),Cr, 
has property (Dl) at x,, . 
LEMMA 1. Let j E I, and x,, E M. Suppose ( g7.j)7Erj has property (Dl) at x0 . 
Zf h E E and Gj’(xo)h < 0, then for every r E H(E) there is a ? > 0 so that 
Gj(Xo + th + r(t)) < Ofor every t E (0, ?I. 
Proof. Let h” E E with Gj’(xo)h” < 0, 
6 = max{g:,j(x,) h”: 7 E r$(x,)) < 0. 
For brevity we now omit the subscript j. 
There is a neighborhood U of x0 so that the mapping (T, x, h) -+ g,‘(x)h 
(Z’ x U x E -+ 173) is continuous. Thus there are an open neighborhood 
To of Qx,,), an open, convex neighborhood U, of x0, and an open neigh- 
borhood V, of 6 so that g,‘(x)h < 6/2 for every T E To, x E U, , and h E V, . 
Since T $ To * g,(xJ -C 0 and since r\Z’, is compact, we have 
Let r E H(E). There is a tl > 0 so that x0 + th” + r(t) E U,, and h” + 
(r(t)/t) E V, for every t E (0, tJ. If Z’, # @ then choose t2 E (0, tl] so that 
By the mean value theorem we obtain 
g,(x, + tf5 + r(t)) - g,(xo> = ts,‘(x, + eth + @r(t)) (A + T). 
Thus 
g,(x, + th” + r(t)) - g,(xo) < t8/2 < 0 
for every T E Z’, and t E (0, tJ 
If r = r. then g7(xo + 0% + r(t)) < 0 for every 7 E r and t E (0, tl] and 
the proof is complete. Now suppose r. # r. For 7 E r\r, and t E (0, t,] we 
obtain 
g7(xo + tJi + r(t)> < tg7’(xo + et& + er(t>> (L + *) + p 
G p + t2 1 g,‘(xo + fM + or(t)) (A + +)I < 0, 
hence g7(x,, + td + r(t)) < 0 for every 7 E r and t E (0, t,]. 
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COROLLARY 2. IJ‘the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied, then G,‘(x,,) is a 
H(Ej-variation of Gj at x,, with respect to (--- a3. 0). 
Now we apply Theorem II, 2.4 of [4, Maximumprinzip] and obtain 
Theorem 3. Let x, E M. Assume that the sets (gT,,)i-tl-, (,j E I,,) have property 
(Dl) at x,, , p has property (D2) at x, , and the sets (Kl,j)TCr, (,j E I ,I,,) have 
property (D) at x,, . If x,, is a local minimum off’on M, and there is a convex 
H(E)-variation f’(x,) of .f’ at .Y,, with respect to (-co, 0), then there are 
numbers i :>, 0, I, f: 0 (j E I,), and a linear functional (b on Z so that 
[f’(x,,j 17 -1 c I,G,'(s,) h I + ;' p'(x") /7 : 0 
iCl,, 
for every h E E; at least one number i or lj or the functional 5, is difrerent 
from 0 or 0, respectively. 
If p’(x,) is surjective and there is an /q, t E so that Gj’(-Yo)/l,, ~a. 0 for every 
j E I, and p’(x,)/7, = 0, then j ‘-. 0. We call x,, regular if this condition holds. 
M is regular if every x E M is regular. 
3. THE LOC’AI. KOLMOGOROFF CONDITION 
Suppose T is a normed linear space and V is a subset of T. The set of best 
approximations to $1: t T with respect to V is the set 
P[w, V] --= {L+, E V : for every 11 E V 1’ M’ 1’ 1; -; )) II’ l’,, ,). 
Let Z,.() be the set of linear function& 1 on T such that /(n v,,) l\’ L’,, 1 
and / l(z), < /i z 1) for every z c T. The global Kolmogoroff criterion is. If V is 
convex then c,, E P[M’, V] if and only if 
min(l(l. 2.“) t 5%: I c LT,,. ?,,I 0 
for every L: E V. For an elementary proof without using extremal functionals 
see [4]. 
Let E be a Banach space and let F: E-F T be a mapping. We consider 
the approximation by elements of the set V F[M] where M is defined as 
in Section 2. In this Section we assume that x,, E M, F is FrCchet diff‘erentiable 
at x0 , the sets ( gTJTtr, and the mappingp satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3. 
Let,f: E-j IR be defined by .f(x) : = !I w -- F(x)11 (x E E). Then 2;,, L F,,(x,) is a 
best approximation to u’ with respect to F[M], if and only if x,, is a minimum 
offon M. Applying [4, Lemma II, 3.2 and Lemma II, 4.51 we obtain 
LEMMA 4. The mapping J’(x,): E---f R de$ned bj 
f’(x,)h mm= 1; w ~ F(x,,) - F’(x,)h /I ~. ‘( M’ - F(x,)ll (/7 E E) 
is a convex H(E)-variation off at x, with respect to (--03, 0). 
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Let E(x,,) = (h E E :p’(x,)h = 0, G,‘(x,)h < 0 (j E lo)). F’(x,) [E(x,)] is 
convex. Thus Corollary 2 and Theorem 3 imply 
THEOREM 5. If v0 = F(xO) is a best approximation to w and x,, is regular, 
then 0 E P[w - F(x,), F’(xO) [E(x,,)]] andfor euery h E E(x,) 
min{l o F”(x,,) h: I E Z;-,} ,< 0 
(local Kolmogoroflcondition). 
If we particulaire Theorem 5 to the uniform approximation of continuous 
functions, we obtain a result of Hoffmann 121; in view of Ljusternik’s theorem 
(see [4]) our regularity condition implies the condition used in [2] so it is 
more restrictive, but it seems to be easier to apply. 
We point out that the general theory developed in [4) is as well applicable 
to approximation problems with asymmetric norms as the one used in [S]. 
4. THE @OF CONVEX HULL THEOREM 
In addition to the assumptions of Section 3 we suppose that there are 
elements e, ,..., e, E E with span{F’(x,,) e, ,..., F’(x,,)e,} = F’(x,,) [P(x,,)] where 
P(x,J = (h E E: p’(x,)h = 0). Let &(x,,) be the set of vectors -( g:,i(x,,)el,..., 
g:,j(x,,)e,) with T E rj(xO) and j E 1, and ,4(x,) the set of vectors (1 .P)(x,,)el ,..., 
I . F’(x,,)e,) with I E Z,,,-,, . Suppose that 0 $ con{d(x,,) u Uie10 A?(x,,)}. 
Applying the separation theorem there is an k E P(x,,) so that 1. F’(x,)h > 0 
for every I G Z,-,, and g:,j(x,)h < 0 for every 7 E Fj(x,) and j E I, , Hence 
h E E(x,) which contradicts Theorem 5 if x0 is regular. But if x0 is regular 
then 0 $ con{lJjsr, A&)}. So we have proved. 
Theorem 6. If v,, = F(x,) is a best approximation to w and x,, is regular, 
then 0 can be written as a convex combination of elements of the set 
A(x,,) u lJiol, A&) with at least one point from the set A(x,) included 
nontrivially. 
5. REGULARITY 
In this section it will be shown that many constrained approximation 
problems are regular. 
EXAMPLE 1. Linear equality or inequality constraints on parameters [6-g]. 
(a) E = IP, 2 = [w”, M = {x E E : Ax = b), A is a real m x n- 
matrix, b E UP. M is regular if A is surjective (rank A = m). 
(b) E = Iw”, J1 C {I ,.,., n}, J2 C {l,..., n}, aj (j E J,) are positive real 
numbers, M={xEE:x~BO ifjEJ,, lxj/ <ai ifjEJ2}. Mis regular. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Monotone approximation [lo]. K E N,, n E N, cl ,..., 
u, E P[O, I], I = {j E Z : 1 <j < K + 1). Let r, ,..., I’,,, be closed subsets 
of [0, l] and Q...., ex.E:{-l, I}. Suppose zr,,...,~~EC[0, l] are given: 
E :-: [w?L: 
(a) K = 0, span(z:, ,..., r:,j IS a Haar space. Then there is a 6 E span 
{q ,..., 0,) so that q&t) < 0 for every t E [0, I]. Hence M is regular. 
(b) K 3 1, span {ul ,..., z*,) = P-l (polynomials of degree <n - 1). 
Then there is a 6 E Pn-l so that l $(J)(t) < 0 for every t E [0, l] and j mu= 
0, l,..., K (see [lo]). Hence M is regular. 
EXAMPLE 3. Restricted range approximation [5, 11-151. IZ E N, z+ ,..., z’, c- 
C[O, l] linear independent. Let r be a closed subset of [0, 11, E em iw”, 
1=(1,2},andI,uEC[O, I]: 
&,1(X, >‘..> Y ) = i X,2’,(T) -- U(T) rr (7 E r, s t E), 
1 
&,2(-G ,..., x,) = l(7) - 1 &J;(T) (T E r, x t E). 
Suppose 1(~) < U(T) for every T E r and assume that at least two points X, 
X EM are given so that Cy (x, - X,) v, f 0. Let V = span{q ,..,, P,:. For 
v~Vthemappingo,:r+{-l,O, 1)isgivenby 
if V(T) = U(T) 
if L’(T) = l(T) 
if l(T) <: L.(T) < U(T). 
Suppose v is a Haar space. Let v E I/, l(T) < c’(T) < u(T) for every 7 E r 
and 0 < To < “’ < TT, ::; 1. Then there is a j ~(0, I,..., n - I} so that 
%(Tf) %(Tf+d + - 1. That means v “alternates” at most y1 times. Then there 
is a 6 E v so that s(T) < 0 if u(T) z= U(T) and 6(T) > 0 if V(T) = l(T) (use a 
theorem of Krein (see [26]) on polynomials of Haar spaces with prescribed 
zeros). Then A4 is regular. 
A similar argument shows that the problem is regular if rational restricted 
range approximation is considered. If l(T) < U(T) is assumed as in [16-l 81 
we do not know if the problem remains regular. 
EXAMPLE 4. Interpolatory constraints [3, 19-241. 
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When considering nonlinear equality constraints only our regularity 
condition is more general than the condition used in [3]. Hence problems 
with interpolatory constraints, as considered in [3], are regular. 
EXAMPLE 5. Interpolatory constraints and inequality constraints on 
parameters. 
Let 12 E N, r E N. E = R”, 2 = R’, u1 ,..., u, E C[O, I] linear independent 
so that span{u, ..., u,> isaHaarspace,O<t,<~~~<t,~1;a,,...,a,~lR. 
Letg,(x, ,..., x,) = V-X~ (Jo {l,..., IZ}, x E E)P(x~ ).a.) x,) = (C xjUj(tl) - ~1 )a..) 
C xjuj(tr) - a,) (x El?). Let JC{I,..., n} so that x E M j $ J imply xj = 0 
and there is a Z E M so that Xi :> 0 for every j E J. 
Let x,, E M and h = X - x0 . p’(xJ is surjective, $(x0) h = 0, gi’(x,)h = 
--hj = -jsj < 0 ifj E I0 . Hence M is regular. 
6. CHARACTERIZATION OF SOLUTIONS 
If I;[M] is an ol-sun(see[25]), then best approximations are characterized 
by the Kolmogoroff criterion. A sufficient condition for &‘[M] to be an cu-sun 
is a property, we call it property S, used in [25]. If this condition is satisfied, 
then best approximations are characterized by the local Kolmogoroff 
condition. 
DEFINITION. (F, M) has property S, if the following holds. Suppose U, 
%~aw, D f 210, w E T, and Z(U - UJ > 0 for every I E &,-, . Then there 
are x0 E M, h E E(x,), so that I;(x,)) = z+, and 1 . P’(x,,)h > 0 for ebery I E ,E,-, . 
If F is linear, p and g,,j (T E r, j E I) are linear, then (F, M) has property 8. 
In [l-3, 5, 9-11, 13, 14, 19,20, 241 linear uniform approximation problems 
with linear constraints are studied. For those problems regularity has been 
proved in Section 5. Since in these problems (F, M) has property S, best 
approximations are characterized by the local Kolmogoroff condition. 
Our result implies furthermore that for linear &-approximation problems 
with linear constraints this statement equally holds. We drop the detailed 
presentation of these results. 
7. APPLICATIONS TO RATIONAL APPROXIMATION 
Let n, m E N. Let u1 ,..., U, E C[O, l] and u1 ,..., u, E C[O, l] be two sets 
of linear independent functions: 
N = 
1 
y E UP: f yjuj(t) > 0 for every t E [0, I] , 
1 I 
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E = IR” x BP, M,, =- [w” :; N. Let the mappings P: Rn --f C[O, I], Q: 
UP - CIO, 11, and P: M,, - C[O, 11 be defined by 
We consider best uniform approximations of continuous functions from 
F[M], where M is some subset of M,, . 
(a) Suppose I’ is a compact subset of [O, I]. Let I, u E C[O, I] so that 
Z(T) < U(T) for every 7 E 1: 
(b) Let R and S be k x 11 and k >: m-matrices so that rank(R, S) = k-. 
(c) Let IC {l,..., n}. 
gj(X, Y> = px.i (.j E 4 (4 Y> E El. 
M = {(x, y) E E : gj(x, y) < 0 for every .i E 1). 
Let us extend F and g,,, (7 E r, ,j E (1, 2)) to E. As we have seen in Section 5 
M is regular if it is defined as in (a), (b), and (c). 
For (x, y) E MO let 
and 
T,(x, y) = span{u, ,..., tl, , --F(x, 49&l ,..., --F(x, JI)L’,,~ 
Then for (x, y) E MF’(x, y) [E(x, y)] is in: 
Case (a), the set of functions q E T(x, y) so that q(T) < 0 if 
FCC Y>(T) = 4~) and 4(T) 2 0 if F(x, y)(7) == f(7). 
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Case (b), the set of functions 4 ~7 (C ajUj -- F’(x, J’) z b,Ltj)/Q(J9) E 
T(x, ~1) so that Ra + Sb y- 0. 
Case (c), the set of functions (1 (C aju,; - F(x, I’) C hjL:;)/Q( I’) E T(x. -1”) 
SO that aj _; 0 ifj E I and Xj my 0. 
If (2, j). (x, J) E M then there is :t q t T(x, .I)) so that 
F(.T, J) --- f-(x, J’) _ (Q(y,l’Q( J,)q. 
Since Q(y)(t) ,-. 0 for every t E [O, I] and ~7 t N (1.1 ;M) has property 5’. 
Hence best approximations are characterized by the local Kolmogoroff 
condition. For case (b) that has already been proved in [7]. 
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